Empire versus Empire A Post-Communist Manifesto
John O'Neill L IBELLI FATA sua habent -the fate of books that announce the end of history, as does Hardt and Negri's Empire (2000) , is to be swallowed in their own apocalypse. The deployment of American commercial airliners to strike down the World Trade Center on September 11 2001 also achieved more or less than Osama bin Laden may have entertained. It certainly struck at the heart of American Empire -reversing its own practices of violation whenever its imperial interests are at stake. Just previously, America had been prepared to go it alone in space, embarking on new star wars, and on earth continuing a defiantly self-interested and antiecological energy policy. The blow to America's commercial heartland, however, produced a hurried US realignment of international forces and a rebirth of American nationalism and familism in a civilized front against barbarism. The Evil of terrorism now overshadows the domestic politics of class, gender and race, which are reduced to the preoccupations of the morally shortsighted. Into this imperial context -since it is the fate of books, whether philosophical or not, always to arrive late -there steps Hardt and Negri's Empire (2000) -of all things, a postmodern, post-imperial communist manifesto. Born out of the Spinozan or schizoid suspension of all previous systems of right and left domination and their limited countercultures of emancipation. The choice we are offered is between terrorism and poetry. The terrorist bombards people, who are confined, driving them into the black hole of misery, whereas the poet releases the people to become a multitude with hope, expanding into the cosmos (Deleuze and Guattari, 1991: 345) .
Because the American Empire is now allegedly total and universal, it must breed its own transformation towards universal humanitarianism. Thus Empire is a postal machine, sending and receiving its own message. Its postality is post-theoretical, post-historical and post-economic. Postality is at once message and medium. Without past or future, postality in effect mediates the fullness of the present. The past and future as present serve only as ballast for the sails of imperial plenitude.
Hardt and Negri's thesis avoids any foray into the political unconscious of imperialism. Yet, surely it calls for a psychoanalytic supplement on the paranoid-schizoid defences involved in the imperialization of omnipotence. Where Reagan once spoke of the Soviet Union as an 'evil empire', George W. Bush now projects an 'axis of evil'. In both cases, America is split off from its own violence/violation as the world's most aggressive force. Prior to the terrorist attack upon New York, the United States was collectively experiencing depressive anxiety over its ability to preserve its good objects (family, community, jobs) against corporate greed and globalization. Once the collapse of the Soviet Union had removed any real possibility of projecting America's aggression beyond itself, it began to consume itself with domestic but apolitical anxieties, and with an odyssey of virtual wars here on earth and there in the heavens. With the double violation of American soil and symbols in New York and Washington, President Bush was re-elected to suture American civil solidarity to American aggression, refamilialize American security while projecting it once again to the far corners of the American Empire. The only casualty in this has been the sacrifice of the European alliance to America's resolve to go it alone in the recapture of a world where its children will enjoy universal security and peace. Thus Bush's sheriff-like posture reasserts the American myth of defiant individualism while simultaneously mobilizing a huge government subsidy to underwrite its imperial stance as a confirmation of basic American values in contest with the external forces of evil. The result is a double denial of civic anxiety due to the depletion of governance in the name of market anxiety over reduced global competitiveness induced by deficit government. The Republican resolution of this doubled anxiety is to recast government dependency and inefficiency in terms of an omnipotent imperial war machine dedicated to the restoration of American autonomy.
Thus America is re-committed to the very myth which had collapsed with the twin towers of the World Trade Center. This time it will pursue imperialized autonomy in the name of civic solidarity exalted beyond political partisanship. For the rest of the story, stay with CNN. I would refrain, however, from Žižek's thesis (2001) that Americans have already seen September 11 at the movies in the paranoid series from Exterminator to Matrix which foretells the always (im)possible collapse of any titanic project. Žižek's thesis is part of the movie chain it claims to analyse. Indeed, it advertises Hollywood's faked destruction of its own megalomania coming to a building near you! If we step outside of the movie house, however, the destruction of the World Trade Center is part of the cycle of violence in which the United States is both exporter and importer. For this reason, Baudrillard's thesis (2001) that September 11 merely acts out the spirit of terror in all of us is nothing but low-grade Nietzschean ressentiment transferred on to Hollywood's power to dream for US (A). It too relies upon the implosion of the reel/real without any mediation, making the terrorist message the return of singularity to the totalizing system of imperial violence, substituting the ecstasy of communication for the work of political analysis. A similar objection might be made to the Krokers' thesis (2001) on terrorism as a deterritorialized viral power unleashed by the collapse of Cold War nuclearism and stalled Empire. This argument may capture the implosion of post-nuclear violence, intensified by sacrificial versus militarized deaths. But the viral metaphor loses the unequal states of the political systems between which trade and foreign policy interventions operate to simultaneously organize, anarchize, barbarize and terrorize the global world order. Poverty, ignorance and disease are inextricable effects of globalization, as I have argued with respect to the political cartography of AIDS/HIV (O'Neill, 1990) . I still prefer to see these as effects of stratification rather than 'universal contagion', as Hardt and Negri (2000: 136) 
How, then, can Hardt and Negri's imperial postality claim any critical function? The answer is that their postality is left-of-left in as much as it releases the left from the millstones of essentialism and totalism. Since postality does not separate the historical narratives of fascism (racism) and communism (utopianism), it thereby inherits the whole endgame by saving everyone from repeating the error and violence of historical orientation. The post-subject of Empire is the agent of a deregulated economy, society and ludic identity (Ebert, 1996) surfing upon class, gender and race as flows of virtuality and style (Zavarzadeh, 1995) . Imperial postality is the inaugural event of the contemporary ethical moment of in-difference to the historical and political past/future. The task of Empire is to recast both capitalism and communism. Neither system is going anywhere -neither by themselves nor in contest with one another. The 'end of history' is a vision held only by those still waiting for the revolution on terms other than those of the new world order. It will be a long wait because global capitalism has shaken off the 'domestic analogy' between national governance and a supranational constitution. Empire is now mandated to guarantee global contracts, to resolve conflicts and to institute perpetual peace, enforced by just wars in the name of humanitarian rights:
From the beginning, then, Empire sets in motion an ethico-political dynamic that lies at the heart of its juridical concept. This juridical concept involves two fundamental tendencies: first, the notion of a right that is affirmed in the construction of a new order that envelops the entire space of what it considers civilization, a boundless, universal space; and second, a notion of right that encompasses all time within its ethical foundation. Empire exhausts historical time, suspends history, and summons the past and future within its own ethical order. In other words, Empire presents its order as permanent, eternal, and necessary. (2000: 11) once and for all 'evil' elements abroad. In practice, I would argue the distinction between internal and external protest begins to collapse, squeezing democratic protest into 'anarcho-terrorism' and dissolving all protest into alienology, as we have seen in the policing of WTO protests. Moreover, the premature imperializing collapse of global spatio-temporal differences produces anomalies of tribal, ethnic and national 'crimes against humanity' abstracted from their own history in order to inaugurate institutions of transnational justice. Because the new world order materializes Kant's categorical imperative by releasing cosmopolitan virtue from domestic vice, so we are told, Empire is the ultimate blend of the virtuous and the virtual -all we have to do is tune in and turn on to watch the trials.
It is a dream of every political order to materialize itself in the willingness of its subjects to rule themselves. The achievement of voluntary servitude (de La Boétie, 1975) aspires to the translation of power into service (Hegel, 1977) , sin into salvation and greed into gift (Mauss, 1990 ). Hardt and Negri tackle the problem of the ratio of repression/emancipation in state power with Foucault's concept of biopower -a mechanism that in my view (O'Neill, 1986 ) is abstracted from any revolutionary project, let alone the struggle for a welfare state. Yet, left critics have turned Foucault's biopolitics against the managerialism of the welfare state through which we may yet practise a degree of social justice (O'Neill, 1994) . What is at stake here is the politico-ethical project elaborated in a civic welfare society whereby we institutionalize the 'moral stranger' (Ignatieff, 1984; Wolfe, 1989) , or the practice of our self as one another (Ricoeur, 1992) exercised in the secular gifting of taxation for education, health and social security. Actually, Negri (Hardt and Negri, 1994) once placed considerable weight upon the conservation of welfare practices in the struggle for justice. But in Empire, Negri and Hardt concede that the welfare state will be dissolved in the imperial privatization of the commons. I would argue instead that the subject of welfare is a citizen-subject rather than a subjugated subject of a biopolitical regime. We otherwise lose the struggle between civic and productivist regimes of welfare and social policy. The neo-liberal moralization of productive consumerism elides both the autonomy of workers and the dependency of consumers. Worse still, centre-left parties now argue that it is the productive subject who is morally outraged by underclass dependency and vulnerability. In the name of global competitiveness, post-social security sates increasingly subordinate civic autonomy to market dependency (Fitzpatrick, 1999; O'Neill, 1997) .
Actually Hardt and Negri (1994) rely less upon Foucault than upon Marx's larger concept of the social reproduction of labour, outlined in the Grundrisse (Marx, 1973) and expanded in Guattari (1977, 1987) to project towards communism the capital flows deterritorialized by American republicanism. At first, as the tale goes, America had to conquer itself, its land, its natives, its small farmers and ranchers, its immigrants. Today, 'the planet' itself is America's Promised Land bequeathed to it along with the 21st century, as witnessed by the choral voice of CNN. And, even though the very system of Empire which they project as the vehicle of universal justice continues to exploit 'nearly all of humanity ' (2000: 43) , it is still better than all previous systems, they say -in the same way that capitalism is a better productive system than its pre-historical antecedents. For despite the predictions of Marxist-Hegelian dialectics, global Empire washes out socialism's promise to improve on capitalism for the very reason that capitalism is the only social system destined to improve upon itself! Remarkably, Hardt and Negri's revision of the imperial narrative largely overlooks America's cold war freezing of labour history and its fossilizing of Third World colonial movements. Despite Negri's own considerable role in resistance to the violent oppression of labour conflict, emphasis is given to the imperial reproduction of locality stripped of its primitivism and naturalism in the flux of global homogenization and heterogenization. Leftist attempts to localize resistance to Empire are now considered to be like trying to step into the same river twice -a river that is red with the blood of enmity and swollen with the corpse of class and racial politics.
The new vision of imperialism to which we are called is a politics without dialectics and without totalization of the class subject -notions of which Empire is critical and deconstructive. Rather, it embraces a Spinozan Marxism (Negri, 1991) to project the constructive and ethico-political practices of the multitude who will carry old-order imperialism towards the new world order of Empire. What must be jettisoned along the way is any notion of national history, whether proletarian or colonial, because these movements have found their 'response' in the formation of Empire (2000: 51) . Here Negri, especially, appears to have turned his back upon the extraordinary volatile Italian left protest movements around the refusal of work in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s -Autonomia Operaia, Ya Basta! and Tute Bianche, so active in the Genoa and Prague protests (Callinicos, 2001) . Even more paradoxically, Hardt and Negri claim that the age of communication has rendered the great radical struggles of the 20th century 'all but incommunicable ' (2000: 54) . Yet might one not ask whether the paradox of radical incommunicability which affects WTO protest movements, for example, isn't more the effect of events reported/pictured outside of their narrative frames in response to the postmodern canon of pastiche (Jameson, 1985; O'Neill, 1992) . The propaganda effect (witness reportage on Seattle, Ottawa and Genoa) is that the more we get the news the less news there is (O'Neill, 2002a) because its format privileges images without any context other than the self-confirming voice of CNN commentary upon self-indulgent violence and anarchy. But Hardt and Negri invert things, claiming that the media are actually the 'pedagogy of the oppressor' who, so we are told, must learn from the oppressed what to do next to maintain power:
Imperial power whispers the names of the struggles in order to charm them into passivity, to construct a mystified image of them, but most important to discover which processes of globalization are possible and which are not. In this contradictory and paradoxical way the imperial processes of globalization assume these events, recognizing them as both limits and opportunities to recalibrate Empire's own instruments. (2000: 59) Having deprived emancipatory history of any message or carrier, Hardt and Negri then designate the 'multitude' as the creative and productive force upon which vampire capitalism still battens for want of its own body. To compensate the poor for their 'ontological lack', Empire waits at the gates of human misery offering the bread of peace and order in exchange for the abandonment of revolution born from the outrages of virtual globalization.
Hardt and Negri are postmodernists twice over. As they read it, modernity cut the transcendental cord to give birth to Spinoza's concept of the immanent powers of ontological singularity and self-making humanity (homohomo). But it failed to sustain the unleashed enthusiasm of the libidinal multitude and reinstituted the transcendental apparatus of Religion, State and Reason. Modernity suppressed the programme of emancipatory singularity, running from Spinoza to Deleuze/Guattari and Foucault, in order to reopen the line of modernity that runs from Descartes through Kant and Hegel. The restoration of Transcendental Reason then crossed with the line of the Transcendental Capital State Apparatus running from Hobbes through Rousseau and Adam Smith. With no station for Marx; until the Grundrisse (1973) was opened, the roller-coaster ride continues until joined by those melancholic theorists of failed modernity -Weber and Foucault. Moreover, even when Lyotard, Baudrillard and Derrida come aboard, they are so dependent upon their own construction of the Transcendental State Apparatus that they blind us to the mutation in political sovereignty without boundaries that ends in the new world constitution of Empire. In this respect, postmodernism rubs shoulders with a variety of fundamentalist movements whose postmodernism is as much a contemporary reflection as is postmodernism of the seismic shifts in modernity that have produced Empire. Worse still, I would argue, postmodernism fails to see that its critical concepts of anti-foundationalism, anti-essentialism and (in)difference are, as the ghost of Marx might have told them, capital practices of a bourgeoisie devoted to shocking rather than being shocked, not to mention Baudelaire (Holland, 1996) and Benjamin (1969) on this effect. Thus the cultural politics of postmodernism (O'Neill, 1995) celebrate what they seek to desecrate because it is impossible to épater la bourgeoisie! As Hardt and Negri read it, the history of modern sovereign state, whether Fascist, Communist or Third World republic, is infected with a viral totalitarianism fed by the culture of homogenized populism which sacrifices the multitude to totalitarian democracy (2000: 113). The internal crisis of modernity lies in the inability of the capital state to institute an international realm beyond class and colonial conflict. This has left us the legacy of a populace that, because it lacks the potential virtuosity of the multitude (2000: 102) is obliged to resort to second-degree nationalist struggles. Prior to their own Manifesto on the Poor (2000: 156-9), all postmodern social theory has abjected the living subject of pure difference -the multitude of 200 Theory, Culture & Society 19(4) the poor who from age to age are the figure of poverty and of the power to transcend every regime of poverty. Here, as I mentioned earlier, the reversibility of the subjugated and subject multitude derives not from Foucault but from Deleuze/Guattari's axioms of schizo-analysis (1977: 273-382) which may be summarized as follows: the collectivity is produced from pressures upon its constituent singularities by welding their molecular desires to molar lack (1977: 342-3); a revolutionary group will remain a subjugated group for as long as its preconscious desires are identified with the anti-productive forces of repression; a revolutionary group becomes a subject-group when it is a group whose libidinal investments are productive of desiring-desire (1977: 348); there are two poles of social libidinal investment -(a) the paranoiac, reactionary, and fascisizing pole, defined by subjugated groups and (b) the schizoid, revolutionary pole -defined by subject-groups (1977: 366-7); the revolutionary schizz is always virtual; though not without capital preconditions, it is the death of capitalism (1977: 378-9).
Empire is not, of course, a simple translation of the axioms of schizoanalysis. These axioms themselves derive from Deleuze's own complex relation to anti-Hegelianism (see Hardt, 1993) , Bergsonism (Deleuze, 1988a) , Nietzsche (Deleuze, 1983) and Freud, of course. At the core of these texts is Hegel's master/slave dialectic of the reversal of power/authority into autonomy/civic community recoded in the micro/macro politics of productive desire (O'Neill, 1996 ). Deleuze's Spinozanism (1988b ) must be interpreted as an effect of the various (dis)junctures between Marxism and psychoanalysis over the transcendence of the pleasure principle (O'Neill, 2002) . 'Deleuzism' is the search for a transcendental empiricism to break out of Hegelianism, along with Derrida and Foucault. But one might say the same of Deleuze's 'misprisions' (Bloom, 1973) of Spinoza, Bergson and Nietzsche. In fact, Deleuze's own practice of philosophical characterization is much closer to Hegel's dramaturgical history of philosophy -indeed, closer to Socrates/Plato. And once Deleuze turns to Marx's Grundrisse, are we not full circle to Marx's patient concretization of the Hegelian dialectic in the graft of social production and desiring production -or the inseparability of capital production/consumption? Is the production of desire theatrical or industrial; or cannot the investment of desire and the social move directly and either way? Whereas Freud's oedipalization of the libido stages a familial economy of desire, Luther's subjectivization of faith, combined with Adam Smith's subjectivization of labour, represents the institutionalization of productive rather than repressive desire. This is the capital event O'Neill -Empire versus Empire 201 that Marx grasped as the double text of exploitation and emancipation, whereas Weber could read it only with sadness.
How is the shift/schizz to counter-Empire to be effected upon the terrain of Empire? After all, Empire has no borders from where any attack upon it might be mounted, and no one has a future outside of its suspension of history. The answer is that because Empire is everywhere and nowhere, that is, because it is the non-place of global production and exploitation, it produces within itself the multitudinous movement of nomads, barbarians, refugees and homeless who swell into a great anthropological exodus (2000: 215) from Empire. This multitude passes along its way the ruins of class, race, gender and family, which never brought them anywhere near the non-place of new life forms opened up by contemporary movements of desertion and exodus. Once the industrial working class loses its hegemony, the proletariat becomes the universal figure of labour (2000: 256), a Spinozan multitude produced within and by Empire, which will end alienation. For the very reason that imperial capitalism has no outside, there are no aliens with any ground to stand upon, no aliens whom dialectical history has not failed. In short, the end of alienation is a message that imperial capitalism sends itself. The voice of new labour is one of exit. It rejects both statism and populism in the name of preserving what has already been won in the name of welfare and security which are the outline of a virtual republic (despite the earlier comments on this issue). Exodus is not a flight from power because the general intellect of new labour overrides the distinction between active and contemplative life -never Marx's idea anyway, despite Arendt (1958) and Habermas (1971) , as I have argued elsewhere (O'Neill, 1972) . But here, as so often, Empire fails to give sufficient space to the very large issue of the struggle for a civic concept of intelligent work, family and community (O'Neill, 1994) , although addressed to some extent by Hardt (1998) . Instead, we are offered a shockingly revisionist-republic history of Empire! The revisionist message of Empire is that America was destined for imperial sovereignty from the day it decided to market its own multitude. America's Protestantism and pluralism produced and reproduced a mobile frontier of freedom and wealth that absorbed the contradictions of native genocide, black slavery, class struggle and colonialism, which might otherwise have brought American capitalism to a continental standstill, aborting its imperial mission, its emergence from the Cold War and its next act as history's hottest Empire. We are finally at the end of history because there is no place left for American history and politics to breed, no boundary for its viruses of racism and segregation to penetrate and poison. Empire is everywhere and nowhere (2000: 190) . The factories of the family, school and prison now lie in rust and ruin. All other institutions that homogenize and exclude residual difference are now in permanent crisis in the face of relentless corruption (breaking down) that is the driving force of Empire. Today any Marxist critique of capitalism is obsolete because it is predicated upon a cyclical view of history -plus le capitalisme change, plus c'est la même chose! What Marxism failed to grasp is that the mode of capital change is not crisis but corruption, that is, its capacity for breaking down its internal class conflicts and imperial wars, to deterritorialize itself in global/local production and to recreate the emancipatory multitude that replaces the proletariat as Empire's own other:
Imperial power is founded on the rupture of every determinate relationship. Corruption is simply the sign of the absence of any ontological relationship. In the ontological vacuum, corruption becomes necessary, objective. Imperial sovereignty thrives on the proliferating contradictions corruption gives rise to; it is stabilized by its instabilities, by its impurities and admixture; it is calmed by the panic and anxieties it continually engenders. (2000: 202) In place of the missing volumes of Capital, which testify to Marx's inability to provide a corrupt genealogy of the shift from European imperialism to American Empire, and despite Negri's attachment to the Grundrisse (Negri, 1984) , Hardt and Negri fill us in on how it all worked out in the new world. The self-transformation of American capitalism was inaugurated with the New Deal, which refurbished industrial capitalism in time for America's domination of European imperial wars. With time out for the Cold War and the hot wars in Vietnam and Korea, which lit the fires of the 1960s protest movements, the American Empire emerged unscathed by its invention of domestic surveillance, and a militarized police response to protest at home and terrorism abroad. In reality, rather than their own vision, the 1960s were sifting intellectual and manual labour for recruitment into symbolic and service industry providers for computerized capitalism and its new paradigm of subjective production. En route, America had privatized its own commons, including welfare provisions and legislated this policy as a criterion for membership in its new world order. The Soviet Union fell out of the loop because it was unable to switch over from political to industrial surveillance systems with a Playstation in everyone's home! To achieve its own transition to Empire, American capital had nothing to do but roll over (!) because all the creative moves (anti-war protest, civil rights, women's movement, colonial liberation movements) had already been made for it! Empire hit the jackpot without a system, leaving all its left punters in the dirt and with no idea of how capital accumulation works to this day (2000: 256-9) .
The prospect of Empire is underwritten by the US dollar, trusting in the one-eyed god that watches from the great pyramid overlooking the New Age of Global Order -Novus Ordo Seculorum. It is a financial, corporate and military order faced by the G8, GATT, WTO, World Bank, IMF, all towering over the UN, Church, media and NGOs that are charged with representing the interests of the world's people. Yet, as much as Empire strives for constitutional status, it becomes the very site (non-place) of its own contestation abroad as a sovereign political and economic order whose macro-spectacle of consumptive desire is simultaneously shot through with anxiety and fear among its micro-subjects unsure of its centre, as we remarked earlier. The cultural contradiction of global capitalism is that its O'Neill -Empire versus Empire 203
economy demands an open society bound by the total commitment of its worker/consumers in exchange for pleasure while its political system has donned the mantle of imperialism to control alien threats to the American pleasure at home and abroad. The three faces of the global order are nicely revealed in the transvestite spectacles of its leaders in business suits, in military uniforms and in leisurewear or national costume to suit the occasions of Empire. If we judge Empire from the standpoint of the world's poor, however, the prospect held out for them is world violence, a life that is short, nasty and brutish -theirs because they are on the wrong end of Empire, the always different/same old Leviathan. This Leviathan delivers immeasurable fear, hunger, poverty, homelessness; it murders and cripples beyond anything imaginable within its own centres of narcissism and greed.
Yet, it is within Empire that Hardt and Negri envision the mustard seed of a universal labouring multitude whose tiny acts of resistance and rebellion are the existential source of the reactive power of imperial nuclearism, monetarism and newsism:
The ontological fabric of Empire is constructed by the activity beyond measure of the multitude and its virtual powers. These virtual, constituent powers conflict endlessly with the constituted power of Empire. They are completely positive since their 'being against' is a 'being for', in other words, a resistance that becomes love and community. We are situated precisely at that hinge of infinite finitude that links together the virtual and the possible, engaged in the passage from desire to a coming future. (2000: 361) The fulfilment of Empire is achieved with the privatization of the post-industrial commons, which includes the welfare state. It is there that we enter the neo-liberal era of the end of big governments, which we abandon like rusty old factories that have lost their orders for the reproduction of modernity and its war machine. The new paradigm of electronic democracy and oligopolistic mechanism (2000: 299) far exceeds anything that can be held out in the public domain of welfare states. It is the ultimate dispossession of both private and public property -yet, curiously belongs to the multitude who are completely invested in the concepts and practice of commonality:
Men can desire, I say, nothing more excellent for the preservation of their being than that all should so agree in all things that the Minds and bodies of all should compose, as it were, one mind and one body. (Spinoza, 1985: IV, 40) In the end Hardt and Negri's Spinozism transcends the stalled dialectic of left/right power politics (Thoburn, 2001) . The general intelligence and affectivity of post-industrial relations of production exceed the repressive force of late capital production: [ The worker] steps to the side of the production process instead of being its chief actor. In this transformation, it is neither the direct human labour he 204 Theory, Culture & Society 19(4) himself performs, nor the time during which he works, but rather the appropriation of his own general productive power, his understanding of nature and his mastery over it by virtue of his presence as a social body -it is, in a word, the development of the social individual which appears as the great foundation-stone of production and wealth. (Marx, 1973: 705, my emphasis) The liberal imagination is obsessed with the double fantasy of monadic individuals and a monadic collectivity, or Leviathan. Totalitarian left politics merely repeated this fantasy in the name of Party/proletarian politics. The Spinozan body politic, however, suspends both socialist state property and the property of the bourgeois self because the multitude of the poor is nothing else than the amplification of like beings in their nature and divinity. What Empire promises them is that the prospect of a just peace is at hand in the Spinozan practice of post-prophetic hermeneutics. Empire is a Book of Exodus:
We understand exodus as a fundamental political reality of the present. As the Founding Fathers teach us, an enormous creative energy is accumulated in the Exodus. (Hardt and Negri, 1994: 269) On one hand, because the sovereignty of the postmodern state absorbs all politics, domestic protests can only be criminalized. On the other hand, labour protest is now driven by the self-valorization of its cyborg intelligentsia who absolutely reject the disciplinary command of capital management. Spinoza's historicization of religion, philosophy and politics reveals the human capacity for shifting the weight of authority and tutelage to take on the practical yet pious accommodation of reason, freedom and vulgar society. What is resolved is the long-standing aporia of right/left democratic theory, namely, its fear of the masses (Balibar, 1998: 119) and its repression of their possibility/potential for becoming communist:
According to Foucault and Deleuze, around this final paradigm [control/communication] there is determined a qualitative leap which allows thinking a new, radically new order of possibility: communism. Historically, the passage which is determined between disciplinary society and the society of communication is the final possible dialectical passage. Afterwards, the ontological constitution cannot but be the product of the multitude of free individuals . . . (Negri, 1992: 105) Thesis, antithesis, synthesis; new labour is a constituent, non-dialectical, non-utopian power of immanent imperial transformation. It is anarchaeological: it is neither for itself nor for others a terrorist movement. Nor is it a separatist movement of the weak and powerless. It is the internal power of the People's Republic to reject the virus of imperialism:
Today's corporeal mutations constitute an anthropological Exodus and represent an extraordinarily important, but still quite ambiguous, element of the configuration of republicanism 'against' imperial civilization. The anthropological exodus is important primarily because here is where the positive, constructive face of the mutation begins to appear: an ontological mutation in action, the concrete of a first new place in the non-place . . . a metamorphosis threat breaks all the naturalistic homologies of modernity. (2000: 215-16) Here Hardt and Negri lapse into Pentecostal and glossolalic implosions of virtuality and reality, reversing the powerful and the meek, planting tents in place of palaces. Once the reproduction of Empire becomes coextensive with the reproduction of intelligent and affective life, it has prepared its own cyborg revolution; it has prepared the wedding of Republican virtuality and post-communist possibility.
Hardt and Negri's Spinozan thesis on the self-transformation of US Empire must be rephrased to recover the dialectical contradictions that structure the interface between its constitutional capitalism (CC) which underwrites the American ideology (AI). In turn, we must factor in the mediating effects of the myth of American exceptionalism (AE) on both its domestic and global fronts, where the Washington consensus operates a largely unilateral internationalism to produce what may be called the global American sublime (GAS). In short, where Hardt and Negri oppose Empire to itself (EvE), I would argue for a more structured and mediated formula of the contradictions of American capitalism:
Constitutional Capitalism (CC) + American Ideology (AI) + American Exceptionalism (AE) = Global American Sublime (GAS).
If we spell out this constellation, its constituent features -so many of which are elided in Empire -are contained in something like the following subsystems of domestic and global capitalism:
